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The Bulletin of the United States Antarctic Projects
Officer is published monthly, except July and August.
In it will be sunznarized the activities of the United
States in Antarctica, planning for future operations,
and other matters of interest in Antarctic affairs.
In assembling material for this issue of the Bulletin,
Mr. Roland Paine of the National Science Foundation
generously contributed to the section on the 1962 scientlfio program, and Captain Herbert Whitney, USNR, of
this office, prepared the article about the nuclear
powered automatic weather station. The Bulletin also
appreciates the kindness of Dr. Willis L. Thessler and
the Hydrographer of the Navy in making available the
article entitled "The Hydrographic Office in the Antarctic."
The chronology was taken from incoming dispatches.
Unless otherwise indicated, Greenwich Mean Time is
used throughout the Bulletin.

All mall inquiries should be addressed to the United
States Antarctic Projects Officer, 718 Jackson Place,
N.W., Washington 25, D.C. Requests for additional
copies of the Bulletin may be made by telephone to
STerling 3-0860, Extension 3604. Other questions concerning the Bulletin should be directed to the same
telephone number, Extension 3795.

DEEP FREEZE 62 BEGINS
On 31 August 1961, Rear Admiral David M. Tyree, USN, Commander, U.S.
Naval Support Force, Antarctica, and Commander Task Force FORTY-THREE,
with members of his staff, departed from Andrews Air Force Base (Washington, D.C.) on the first leg of his journey to the Antarctic. The party
arrived at Christchurch, New Zealand, on 3 September 1961, and headquarters of the Support Force were transferred to the latter place on 5 September.
In the meantime, ships and aircraft began the movement in the same
direction. Four C-130BLs of U.S. Navy Air Development Squadron SIX (vx-6)
arrived in Christchurch from the Naval Air Station, Quonset Point, on
15 September. Those aircraft were scheduled to commence flying to MoMurdo
Sound on 19 September (20 September local time) weather permitting, but
the weather refused to cooperate. A fierce storm piled thousands of tons
of snow on the ice runway, and high winds and low visibility made flying
impossible. Finally on 26 September a C-130, with Admiral Tyree and Commander M.D. Greenwell, USN, Commanding Officer of VX-6, aboard, took off
from Christchurch and landed on the skiway at McMurdo Sound at 1919 hours
the same day (7:19 A.M., 27 September local time).
Admiral Tyree, accompanied by the plane crew and some 30 passengers,
stepped from the aircraft in a chilly 330 below zero. For the men at the
station, they brought 1,327 pounds of personal mail and 1,500 pounds of
fresh fruit, vegetables, and dairy products.
This flight preceded by four days that on any previous DEEP FREEZE
operation. With the busy schedule ahead, every day counted. An hour
after Admiral Tyree arrived, a second 0-130 landed, and the other two
followed a day later. • With these flights there came the engineers, scientists, and technicians to get the summer support program started.
On 28 September, Admiral Tyree visited Byrd Station, thus ending the
isolation of that lonely outpost more than a month earlier than on DEEP
FREEZE 61. Within a few days, the weather stations and emergency landing
fields at the foot of the Beardmore Glacier and at Little Rockford were
manned and put into operation. The ground crews at McMurdo Sound continued to clear the sea-ice runway so that by 4 October Lieutenant Colonel
Foy B. Frost, USAF, Commanding Officer of the Ninth Troop Carrier Squadron
(Heavy), could bring the first of the 0-124s to the Antarctic. He immediately ordered the other planes of his squadron to commence shuttling personnel and high priority cargo back and forth between Christchurch and
McMurdo Sound. The first of the Navy's P2V-7s, ski-equipped aircraft used
for reconnaissance and aerial photography, made the trip from New Zealand
on 8 October. By the tenth of the month, that period of feverish activ..
ity, known as the suer season, was rapidly getting under way.
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THE HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE IN THE ANTARCTIC
by Willis L. Tressler
U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office
The preparation and maintenance of charts of the antarctic regions
has long been a function of the U.S. Navy Hydrographio Office. The Chart
Maintenance Branch of the Nautical Chart Division is constantly on the
lookout for new information on soundings, tidal data, and shoreline configuration to bring its charts up to date. Actual field work by Hydrographic Office personnel in the Antarctic has been undertaken only within
the past few years.

In 1947-1948, Hydro sent Lieutenant Richard C. Roll and Glen R.
Krause, both photograetrists, on Operation "WINDMILL," which was carried
out by Navy Task Force 39 and was composed of two icebreakers, BURTON ISLAND and EDISTO. The objective was to establish geodetic positions to
control the mass of trimetrogon photographs taken the previous year on
Operation HIGaTUMP. A number of positions were determined on shore during
a cruise which extended from the Bunger Hills area east as far as Marguerite Bay. One astro station was completed on what was later to be called
Holi Island in the Windmill group. Bathythermograph drops were made from
the ship and surface water samples and a few bottom samples were obtained.
Magnetic observations were also made at a number of points on shore.
Seven years later, the icebreaker ATKA was dispatched to the Antarctic on a reconnaissance cruise to locate sites for future IGY bases.
Three men from Hydro were on board: Charles W. Culkin, photograninetrist,
Charles M. Williams, hydrographic surveyor, and Willis L. Tressier, oceanographer. Fixes by sun lines were made at Kainan Bay and at Atka and
Byrd iceports. Thirteen oceanographic stations were completed, 7 in the
Ross Sea, 3 in Bransfield Strait, and 3 in the eastern limits of the Weddeli Sea. Twenty-four bottom samples were obtained and some 700 bathythermograph lowerings made in addition to many miles of sonic soundings,
ice condition reports, and observations on the deep scattering layer.
Operation DEEP FREEZE I (1955-1956) carried a 12-man team from the
Hydrographic Office to the Antarctic. James H. Willett, Gerhardt F.
Eokelman, Carol R. Campbell, Frank J. Biba, Nathan Fishel, Tommie J. Hillmon, Leonard I. Suknsn, and William E. Hart went as cartographers. William H. Littlewood, Lloyd W. Wilson, J.Q. Tierney, and Willis L. Thessler
were oceanographers on the ioebreakers EDISTO and GLACIER. The cartographers carried out an extensive program of astronomic positioning of
prominent features in the McMurdo Sound, Cape Hallett, and Kainan Bay
areas and also at Atka iceport on the Weddell Sea. Gravimetric readings
were obtained at 3 positions on Ross Island, 1 on Possession Island, and
1 in Victoria Land. Thirty-three oceanographic stations were completed,
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21 of which included dissolved oxygen determinations. Six of these stations were taken in a series from Kainan Bay eastward around Cape Colbeok,
5 were made in McMurdo Sound, 11 in the western Ross Sea and from Cape
Hallett northward, while the remainder were at the Windmill Islands and
off the coast of Queen Maud Lend in East Antarctica. Twenty-three hundred
bathythermograph records and 32 bottom samples were brought back from this
operation, which is still the largest in point of manpower from Hydro thus
far attempted.
Three oceanographers (Littlewood, Tierney, and Tressler) from DEEP
FREEZE I returned to the Antarctic on DEEP FREEZE II and in addition, a
fourth, Robert B. Starr went for the first time. Icebreakers employed
were ATKA, GLACIER, NORThWIND, and STATEN ISLAND. Fifty oceanographic
stations were completed, 39 with dissolved oxygens. Of these, 14 were In
the Ross Sea, 4 off the Windmill Islands, 6 in Drake Passage, and 20 in
the Weddell Sea, as far as the extreme southwest corner, farther than any
ship had heretofore penetrated. In all, 4,357 bathythermograph slides were
returned to the H.ydrographic Office, while 44 bottom samples were collected.
DEEP FREEZE III (19571958) returned Littlewood, Starr, Tierney, and
Wilson to the Antarctic aboard the icebreakers ATKA, GLACIER, BURTON ISLAND,
and WESTWIND. Thessler went south on ARNEB, spent the winter at Wilkes IGY
Station as Scientific Leader and returned during DEEP FREEZE IV on STATEN
ISLAND. At Wilkes, enough triangulation work was accomplished so that, with
additional aerial photos furnished by the Australians, mapping of the uncharted portion of the Windmill Islands can be completed. Time-lapse movies
of ice floe movements were made to show local current patterns; some bottom
samples were obtained. From the icebreakers, 118 oceanographic stations
were completed; most of these were in the Ross Sea, but 8 were taken in the
Weddell Sea, 4 in Drake Passage, and 14 in the Bellingshausen Sea. The remainder were scattered over the coast of East Antarctica, in the Windmill
Islands, and in Lutzow-Holm Bay off the Japanese Showa Base. Six thousand
bathythermograph slides were secured, 60 bottom samples and cores, 79 biological collections including plankton hauls, 186 current observations, and
13 bottom photographs were taken from the ships. Sixty hours of time-lapse
motion pictures were also taken.
In 1958-1959 (DEEP FREEZE IV), the same four oceanographers from Hydro
returned on the icebreakers GLACIER, NORTHWIND, EDISTO, and STATEN ISLAND.
A total of 112 oceanographic stations were completed, most of which were in
the Ross Sea and along the edge of the Ross Ice Shelf. Eighteen stations
were taken north of the Palmer Archipelago and around the South Shetland
Islands, 5 off the Windmill Islands, 3 off the Princess Astrid Coast, and
12 in the Weddell Sea. About 5,870 bathytherinograph drops were made as well
as 82 bottom samples, 34 plankton tows, 35 dredge and trawl hauls, and 140
fish collections.
DEEP FREEZE 60 (1959-1960) sent the icebreakers BURTON ISLAND, EASTWIND,
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and GLACIER south with Starr,
Tierney, and Wilson on board
as oceanographers, plus a new
man, Richard H. Evans. Of
the 123 oceanographic stations,
57 included dissolved oxygens.
A large number were in the Ross
Sea and McMurdo Sound, but 13
were from the Thurston Peninsula, 28 were in a series
reaching from the Bellingshausen Sea and Peter I Island
northward, 8 came from west of
the Palmer Peninsula and 10
from the western portion of the
Scotia Sea. Bathythermograph
drops amounted to 2,096, 45
bottom samples and cores were
taken, and 14 observations for
gravity were made. A year of
shore-based oceanography was
commenced by Tressler on the
ice, two miles south of Cape
Armitage, McMurdo Sound, where
a substantial hut was erected
over an icehole.
DEEP FREEZE 61 (1960-1961)
employed the icebreakers STATEN
ISLAND, GLACIER, and EDISTO in
oceanographic work. Oceanographers Evans, Tierney, and Wilson returned to the Antarctic and were joined
by three others new to the south, Larry K. Lepley in bathymetry, J.C. France,
oceanographer, and Donald D. Roberts, geomagnetician. Oceanographic stations
amounted to 94, with 79 including dissolved oxygens, and were taken in the
eastern, western, and northwestern portions of the Ross Sea, McMurdo Sound,
Amundsen Sea, and off the Thurston Peninsula. A total of 3,363 bathythermograph slides were made, 71 bottom and core samples were obtained, 22,377
miles of geomagnetic observations were made, and 82 temporal geomagnetic
records completed, while plankton tows, dredge hauls, and samples of water
for carbon determination were collected. The Hydrographio Office also made
available Walter L. Boxell to serve as observer during the summer season at
the Japanese Showa Base on Ongul Island.
Oceanographic hut, McMurdo Sound, 1960
W.L. Tressler and A.M. Ommundsen

Plans for DEEP FREEZE 62 (1961-1962) call for Lepley and Evans to make
an early flight to McMurdo to join the Bureau of Yards and Docks sounding
program in connection with the nuclear power plant site. Most of the oceanographic and geophysical work will be carried out on board the icebreaker
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definite periods of working time in January and February
having been allocated for this work. GLACIER will make a cruise along the
coast of Marie Byrd Land during which oceanographic work will be carried
out on a not-to-interfere basis. Wilson, plus two oceanographers new to
the Antarctic, Lewis J. Francavillese and James A. Ballard, will be accompanied by Gordon G. Burton in geomagnetism. Areas of operation will be the
eastern and western portions of the Ross Sea, McMurdo Sound, and the coast
of Marie Byrd Land. On BURTON ISLAND, dissolved oxygens will be determined
aboard ship by means. of the "gas-partitioner," which will also give values
for dissolved nitrogen. Salinities will be run on the salinometer and inorganic phosphorus will be determined employing a Beckman spectrophotometer.
Bottom samples will be taken using polyvinylohloride core tubes. Qualitative hauls for plankton and dredge hauls will be made. A recorder for continuous surface water temperatures, a multi-shot-bottom camera, and a towed
magnetometer for continuously recording the total magnetic field will be on
board BURTON ISLAND. Shb will also have a Precision Graphic Recorder which
will be hooked up to either the us"i UQN transducer or to the RASS (repeatable acoustic seismic sounder .x "gas gun") which will be towed behind
the ship to give bottom and sub-bottom sediment configuration.

BURTON ISLAND,

Technical reports, together with tabulated oceanographic station data,
by the Hydrographic Office for all except three of the
summer Antarctic cruises, DEEP FREEZE III, IV, and 61; these reports are
now in preparation. It is planned in the near future to attempt a more complete analysis of the oceanographic work accomplished
to date
have been issued

For the past two years,
all oceanographic activities
by the Hydrographic Office
in the Antarctic have been
made possible by grants from
the National Science Foundation made through the U.S.
Antarctic Research Program.
A five-year plan for future
oceanographic research is
now in draft form.

I

i

R.H. Evans operating the salinometer on
USS STATEN ISLAND (AGB.-5), DF-61
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This continuing interest in natural science is
carrying on the great tradition of the Navy, one of
whose officers, Matthew
Fontaine Maury, is generally considered the founder
of oceanography.

1962 SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM
(See also pages 13-23, Bulletin, Vol. III, No. 1.)
Since the last issue of the Bulletin went to press, a new group of 28
grants, totaling approximately $2,000,000, has been made by the National
Science Foundation. Outstanding among the many significant projects will
be the first research rocket firings in Antarctica. A series of meteorological rockets will probe the upper atmosphere to heights of 200,000 feet.
Temperatures and winds have never before been systematically measured in
high southern latitudes. These rocket soundings will be coordinated with
similar firings in other parts of the world through the Meteorological
Rocket Network.
Another project will include an investigation of variations in extent
and types of sea ice over Antarctic waters. It is expected that the experience gained in ice cover analysis will aid considerably in interpreting data
from the forthcoming polar weather satellites. A United States scientist
will also winter over at the Soviet Mirnyy Base under an exchange arrangement between the National Academy of Soieioes-National Research Council and
the Academy of Sciences of the USSR. He will study the invertebrate land
animals of the area and correlate his findings, with ecological studies carried on at United States stations.
A number of the grants cover projects to be conducted aboard USNS
ELTANIN. These have been recorded below under the scientific disciplines
to which they belong together with a notice that they are to be carried out
on shipboard. A list of the new grants follows indicating the institution
and principal investigator in each case.
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES
Much of the biological work being carried on is in the field of descriptive biology. It is first necessary to discover and describe the
existing flora and fauna and then to study how they have adapted to the
rigorous climate. The additional grants in this field also include one in
the field of psychology for the completion of a study on the selection and
performance of scientific personnel. Another, that by Dr. Pryor, will be
conducted while he is exchange scientist at the USSR Mirnyy Base.
Columbia University
Microbiological

Investigations

Dr. Paul R. Burkholder

in Antarctica (USNS ELTANIN)
George

Washington University

Antarctic Scientific
Project

Personnel

William U. Smith
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Johns Hopkins University

Dr. William J.L. Sladen
Dr. W.L.N. Tickell

Comparative Behavior and Ecology
of the Albatrosses of Genus
Diornedea
Ohio State University Research Foundation
Ecological and Floristic Investi.gations of Antarctic Lichens

Dr. Emanuel D. Rudolph

Ecological Survey of Soil Arthropods in Relation to Mioroenviron.merit

Dr. Madison E. Pryor

University of California, Berkeley
Nutrition and Ecology of Antarctic
Miorometazoa

Dr. George M. Briggs

University of Southern California
Research Program for Biological
Oceanography in the Antarctic
Seas (USNS ELTANIN)

Dr. John L. Mohr
Dr. Leslie A. Chambers

GEOLOGY
A grant has been made for marine geological field work to be carried
on from shipboard.
Florida State University
Marine Geological Field Work in
Antarctica, in the Southern Antilles Basin, and Associated
Areas (USNS ELTANIN)

Dr. H.G. Goodell
Dr. D.S. Gorsline
Dr. J.K. Osmond

GEOMAGNETISM
One of the additional projects in geomagnetism aims at increasing
knowledge about the characteristics of very low frequency and extremely
low frequency emissions and their changes with respect to geomagnetic
latitudes in Antarctica.
Stanford University
Complete Study of Geomagnetic
Latitude of VU' Phenomena in
Antarctica

Dr. R.A. Helliwell
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U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
Training of a Chilean Magnetic
Observer

Rear Admiral H. Arnold Karo

GLACIOLOGY
Two additional grants will provide for the study and analysis of
materials collected during previous years' expeditions.
Ohio State University Research Foundation

Continuation of Analysis of Density

Profiles of the Firn and be in Antarctica During the IGY-IGC 1959 Program

Dr. Kenji Kojima

U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and engineering Laboratory
Analysis of Deep Ice Cores from
Greenland and Antarctica

James A. Bender

GRAVIMBRY
A test project will be carried on to determine the suitability of USNS
LTANIN as a base for gravity research.
University of Wisconsin
Gravity and Magnetic Studies in
the Waters Adjacent to Antarctica

Dr. G.P. Woollard

IONOSPHERIC PHYSICS
The additional grant in this field calls for a series of related observations at geomagnetically conjugate points to carry out intensive research into the manner in which ionospheric variations occur at the two
ends of a high-altitude magnetic field line. The Canadian Government will
cooperate in establishing the related field station in northern Ontario.
Central Radio Propagation Laboratory
National Bureau of Standards
High-Altitude Study of the
Ionosphere at Magnetically
Conjugate Points

Dr. Fred W. Brown
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MAPPING
An amendment to the grant for mapping made earlier to the U.S. Geological Survey provides for the construction of a plastic relief map of Ant.erotica. (See also page 19, Bulletin, Vol. III, No. 1.)
METEOROLOGY
Additional grants in the field of meteorology include an ice and albedo
survey over Antarctic waters in the Ross Sea area and meteorological rocket
probes of the upper atmosphere. An amendment to a grant to the Weather Bureau has considerably augmented the support for the general Antarctic Meteorological Research Program. (See page 19, Bulletin, Vol. III, No. 1.)
Ohio State University Research Foundation
Continuation of Analysis of
Antarctic Miorometeorologioal
Data

Paul C. Dalrymple

Schellenger Research Laboratories
Texas Western College of the University of Texas
Meteorological Rocket Probes of
the Upper Atmosphere in the Antarctic

Dr. Thomas G. Barnes

U. S. Weather Bureau
A Combined Aircraft and Satellite
Ice and Albedo Survey Over Antarctic Waters

Dr. F.W. Reichelderfer

Antarctic Meteorological Research
Program aboard USNS ELTANIN

Dr. F.W. Reichelderfer

OCEANOGRAPHY
The U.S. Navy Hydrographio Office has received a grant which will
allow geophysical observations to continue from icebreakers for the seventh
straight year. Collection of data will generally take place within the
area of pack ice, while the investigations planned for the USNS ELTANIN will
occur in the open sea from the limit of the pack northward. (For related
grants in the field of marine biology, see above under Biological and Medical Sciences.)
11

Florida State University
Analysis of Antarctic Bottom
Sediments Collected by the U.S.
Navy Hydrographic Office

Dr. H.G. Goodell
Dr. D.S. Gorsline
Dr. J.K. Osmord

U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office
Rear Admiral E.C. Stephan

Shipboard Marine Geophysical
Studies in the Antarctic and
Sub-Antarctic
OTHER

Under this heading are included certain grants of a general nature
necessary to support the scientific program as a whole. The grant to
Columbia University for equipping USNS ELTANIN has also been amended.
(See also page 21, Bulletin, Vol. III, No. 1.)
National Academy of Sciences
Continued Support of Activities of
the Committee on Polar Research

G. D. Meid

Science Communication, Inc.
Dewitt 0. Myatt

Survey of the Informational Resources and Requirements of the
Antarctic Community

$

U.S. Weather Bureau
Dr. F.W. Reichelderfer

Antarctic Field Operations,

ORGANIZATION
To insure close cooperation with the Navy, to assist grantees in carrying on their projects, and to settle the many problems that inevitably arise,
the National Science Foundation places representatives of its Office of Antarctic Programs at key spots. Functioning under the direction of Dr. T.O.
Jones, Head of the Office of Antarctic Programs, are the following representatives:
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Washington Office
Davisville, R.I.
Christchurch, N.Z.
MoMurdo Sound, Ant.
Byrd Station, Ant.

Mr. G.R. Toney
Mr. T.B. Armstrong
Mr. LL Goodale
Mr. P.M. Smith
Mr. K.N. Moulton

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION GRANTS
(See also page 22, Bulletin, Vol. III, No. 1.)
The following list revises and completes the list of grantees published
previously.
Discipline code: aa - aurora and airglow, bin biological and
medical sciences, ca - geodesy and cartography, or - cosmic rays,
go - glaciology, gi - geology, gm - geomagnetism, gr - gravimetry,
ip - ionospheric physics, mt - meteorology, oc - oceanography,
ot other, ss - station seismology.
Columbia University: bin-1, oo-2, ot-1
$ 562,078
Florida State University: gl-1, oo-1
49,344 George Washington University: bin-i
121,840-Johns Hopkins University: bra.-2
22,919
National Academy of Sciences: ot-2
76,725
National Bureau of Standards: ip-4
2999300—
Ohio State University Research Foundation: bin-3, go-3, gi-.29
28Oj8O3-mt-1 1 ot.-1
Science Communication, Inc.: ot-1
289905
Stanford University: bm-3, gin-2
305,793
Texas Western College, University of Texas: mt-i
124,940
U.S. Army Cold Regions Research & Engineering Laboratory:
go-3
60,660
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey: gm .-3, ss-1
124,655
U.S. Dept. of Interior, Geological Survey: ca-1, gl-1
366,840
U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office: oc-.l
90,080
U.S. Weather Bureau: mt-5, ot-].
1,247,122
University of California: bin-2, gm-1, mt-i
145,552
University of Southern California: bin-i
108,450
University of Wisconsin: gl.-2, gr-2, ot-1
196,195
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NUCLEA.R POWERED AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATION
(See also page 11 9 Bulletin, Vol. III, No. 1, and this issue under
Special Projects.)
During the 1961-1962 season (Operation DEEP FREEZE 62), an automatic,
unmanned weather station will be buried in the snow and ice adjacent to
Little America V. This device carries a radioisotope-fueled generator to
provide the necessary power.
The generator uses thermocouples to convert heat from the spontaneous
decay of strontium-90 directly into a continuous flow of electricity. The
electrical energy is stored in rechargeable nickel cadmium batteries in
order to build up the power needed for periodic radio transmissions of such
data as temperature, wind direction and velocity, and barometric pressure.
The weather station, provided by the United States Navy, will be
housed in an 8-foot steel cylinder, 3 feet in diameter, with only a whip
antenna and the actual sensing instruments above the snow surface. Outriggers will be attached to the cylinder to distribute the weight and prevent the cylinder from sinking. Excess heat from the generator will keep
the temperature of the buried electronic equipment within a relatively
narrow range, thus preventing the tendency to freeze that has troubled
battery-operated stations in the Antarctic.
This radioisotope generator, known as the SNAP-7C (System for Nuclear
Auxiliary Power), was developed and built for the United States Atomic
Energy Commission by the Nuclear Division of the Martin Company of Baltimore, Maryland. Its heat source, 40,000 curies of strontium-90, was processed into a stable, high-temperature-resistant, insoluble compound
(strontium titanate) by the Atomic Energy Commission's Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. The strontium-90 fuel, in the form of ceramic pellets sealed
inside four metal capsules, weighs less than three pounds; these capsules
in turn are set in a square fuel block of corrosion-resistant metal. The
entire generator is surrounded by heavy shielding which brings its weight
to nearly a ton.
This
reactors,
industry.
uranium,"
extracted

SNAP-7C generator, which is fueled with a by-product of nuclear
also derives its shielding from a "waste product" of the nuclear
It uses a shield of slightly more than $ inches of "depleted
the residue from the process in which fissionable material is
from natural uranium.

Although the generator is rated at 10 electrical watts, the actual
input to the Antarctic weather station will be only 5 watts. The excess
is provided to compensate for losses in the power-transforming equipment.
This new generator has a potential life of a decade or more.
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It will operate transmitters that are powerful enough to reach across
the Antarctic Continent. By selecting the proper radio frequency, however,
transmission can be made to operate at peak efficiency over specific distances.
It is planned that this station will transmit weather data automatically every six hours and more frequently on radio command.

FIELD ACTIVITIES
(See also pages 12 and 17, Bulletin, Vol. III, No. 1.)
Additional information on the planned traverse in Ellsworth Land from
the Eights Coast is now available. The traverse will depart in early November from Camp Minnesota (73 0 s, 940 W) and proceed eastward along the
Eights and George Bryan Coasts to the vicinity of Mount Combs; from there
it will turn to the south until it reaches Mount Peterson. From Mount
Peterson, a course will be followed first northeast toward Mount Vang,
then south to the Joerg Plateau. The final portions of the trip will see
the party going northwestward into Ellsworth Land to about 76 0 S, 78°W9
south to Mount Haag, and then to Sky-Hi Station at approximately 76°S,
85°W. The distance to be covered is around 1,200 statute miles. The
leader will be Dr. John C. Behrendt of the University of Wisconsin.
Roosevelt Island lies completely enclosed in the Ross Ice Shelf not
far from Admiral Byrd's original Little America. Its ice dome may be considered as an icecap in miniature, having its own identifiable pattern of
accumulation, wastage, and motion. This season, a party of six, headed by
Mario B. Giovinetto, Argentine-born glaciologist, will begin investigation
of the dome's glaciological budget. The party will arrive about midNovember and expect to spend about three months in the field.
The University of Michigan studies of the Ross Ice Shelf will be
headed in the field by Dr. Charles W. M. Swithinbank. The party intends
to visit sites previously studied in order to remeasure stakes set out
during the past. For the first time, the Shaokleton and Liv-Axel HeibergScott Glacier complex will be investigated. Support will be provided by
Navy Dakota (R4D) and helicopter aircraft. Local travel will be by Eliason
motor toboggan. Dr. Swithinbank also hopes to accompany an aerial reconnaissance flight along the eastern margin of the shelf in preparation for
future studies of that area.
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SPECIAL PROJECTS
In addition to the scientific program conducted under the direction
of the National Science Foundation, a number of special projects are carried out each year at the request of various government agencies. Many
of these are designed to test nonmilitary equipment or procedures under
the unusual conditions of the Antarctic. Others are in special fields of
research that are of interest to the agencies concerned. Among the speoial projects for DEEP FREEZE 62 are the following:
UNITED STATES ARMY - SIGNAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
Communications Research Over Thick Ice and Snow. Personnel from the
Signal Research and Development Laboratory will conduct a series. of controlled ice thickness measurements over thick floating ice using helicopter-borne electronics equipment. Helicopters assigned to USS GLACIER will
carry the special equipment. (See also page 23, Bulletin, Vol. III, No. 1.)
UNITED STATES NAVY BUREAU OF NAVAL WEAPONS
Polar Automatic Weather Station. This project will evaluate a nuclear
powered automatic weather station for possible operational use in the Antarctic. The Naval Research Laboratory will furnish the weather station,
the Atomic Energy Commission the power source, and the Martin Company the
nuclear generator and station container. (See also page II, Bulletin, Vol.
III, No. 1.)
UNITED STATES NAVY - BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS, NAVAL CIVIL
ENGINEERING LABORATORY
Air Facility Studies. Previous studies of snow compacted runways
will be expanded to include investigation of elevated runway surfaces above
the natural surface, the effect of water additives on surface hardening,
protection of surfaces with gravel or crushed ice, and methods of drift
control.
Ice Engineering Research. The sea-ice runway at McUurdo Sound
be monitored to observe drift and surface conditions for the entire
Research will also be conducted on the strength, salinity, and other
erties of multiaged ice as affected by natural forces acting on the
of selected areas.

will
season.
propsurface

Polar Camp Structures. A modified Jamesway hut will be erected at NAF
McMurdo Sound for evaluation. The hut will be put up by Task Force 43 personnel and evaluation carried out by the Laboratory engineers.
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Technical Progress Survey. Finally, a general study will be conducted to obtain data for an analysis of current Antarctic construction
and maintenance procedures.
UNITED STATES NAVY HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE
Hydrographic Survey. In an area of roughly 8,000 square yards at
NAF McMurdo Sound, soundings will be taken to determine 5-foot interval
depth contours.
Ice Potential Predictions. This project will require the taking of
oceanographic stations in the western Ross Sea. It is expected that the
USS ATKA will be assigned this mission, following specifications and using
personnel and equipment from the Hydrographic Office. If ATKA is unavailable, It is probable that BURTON ISLAND will be used for this task.
UNITED STATES NAVY OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH
Environmental Modification Study. The absorptive effect of carbon
black and other chemicals will be studied with specific reference to opening of ice beds, removing snow from runways, and modifying weather oondI.
tions. Naval Research Laboratory, Navy Weather Research Facility, and
Task Force 43 personnel will cooperate in this project.
UNITED STATES NAVY - WEATHER RESEARCH FACILITY
Antarctic _Cloud Study. This project will use time-lapse photography
to study the correlation between changing cloud conditions and variations
in operational weather. The National Science Foundation will make available all-sky cameras to Task Force 43 personnel. The resulting data will
be analyzed by the Navy Weather Research Facility.

ANTARCTICAN SOCIETY
The first meeting of the Antarotloan Society for the current year was
held at the National Academy of Sciences on 18 September 1961. Sir Charles
Wright addressed the Society and discussed his experiences on the second
Scott expedition. The talk was followed by a most Interesting discussion
period.
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ANTARCTIC CHRONOLOGY, 1961-62
21 July

35 Pioneer Isle departed Davisville, R. I., with DEEP FREEZE
cargo.

15 August

Air Development Squadron SIX (VX-. 6) reported to Comoander
Task Force 43 for operational control.
First helicopter flight of season at NAF McMurdo Sound.

19 August

USNS ROBINSON departed Davisville, R.I., with DEEP FREEZE
cargo.

31 August

Rear Admiral David M. Tyree, USN, Commander, U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, and Commander Task Force 43, departed
Andrews Air Force Base (Washington, D.C.); arrived Christchurch, N.Z., 3 September.

9 September USS VANCE arrived Dunedin, N.Z.
15 September Four C-130BL aircraft arrived Christchurch, N.Z.
USS VANCE departed Dunedin, N.Z., for Ocean Station.
19 September TJSCGC FASTWIND departed Boston, Mass.
23 September

Return of sun and flag-raising oeremony at Amundsen.-Scott
South Pole Station.

26 September

First C-'130BL aircraft arrived NAP McMurdo Sound with Rear
Admiral Tyree aboard.
Representative, Ccianazxler, U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, McMurdo; and Representative, U.S. Antarctic Research
Program, McMurdo, established.
USNS MIZAR departed Davisville, R.I.

28 September

C-130BL aircraft with Rear Admiral Tyree aboard flew round
trip between NAP McMurdo Sound and Byrd Station.
USS BURTON ISLAND departed Seattle, Wash.

4 October

First USAF C-124, and first wheeled aircraft to land on seaice runway, arrived at NAP McMurdo Sound, with Lt. Col. Foy
B. Frost, USAF, CO, 9th TCS, on board.
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USNS CHATTAHOOCHEE reported to operational control of
Task Force 43.
8 October

First P2V-7 of VX-6 arrived at NAP McMurdo Sound.
USS GLACIER departed Boston, Mass.

PERSONAL

Miss Elizabeth Statton, who originally joined the predecessor of the
United States Antarctic Projects Office as secretary to the late Rear
Admiral Richard E. Byrd, USN (Rot.), has resigned her position to return
to her native Colorado,
Charles R. Vonderheide, YN1, USN, writer for Admirals Dufek and
Tyree, has been transferred. His next tour of duty will be in the recruit:ng service at Louisville, Kentucky. He has been relieved by David
E. Tucker, Jr., YN2, USN.
The Bulletin regrets to inform its readers of the death of Mr. James
I. Bush, who served as Chairman of the Finance Committee of the Byrd Aviation Associates, a group that in 1928 financed the first Byrd Antarctic
Expedition. His name is perpetuated in the Bush Mountains which flank
the west side of Shackleton Glacier.
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